Immune modulator studies in primates: the utility of flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry in the identification and characterization of immunotoxicity.
Exposure to natural environmental products, biopharmaceuticals, or investigational adjuvants has the potential to negatively impact the immune system, resulting in either up- or downregulation of immune function (immunomodulation). Many current protocols for primate toxicologic testing call for the evaluation of changes in immune cell number (peripheral blood or tissue), alterations in the weights of immune system organs (lymph nodes, spleen, thymus), and/or increases in the overall incidence of infections or neoplasms; these data are relied upon to suggest altered immune function. However, these are informative only when clear differences in frequency and/or severity of effects can be distinguished across control and dosed groups. In the absence of such distinct morphologic or clinical pathologic changes, the identification of potential immunomodulatory effects can present a much greater challenge. Additional evaluations may be needed to detect altered immune system integrity; these are based on in vivo assessments in primates of cellular or humoral responsiveness. Immunomodulatory effects can be characterized by in vitro or in vivo immune function tests: these tests require prestudy planning to integrate assessments into ongoing toxicology programs. These methods also involve specialized training and equipment, particularly if the intent is to evaluate parameters in a GLP laboratory setting. In primate toxicology, the added costs required to perform a complete functional analysis of the immune system can be substantial, but may be warranted depending on the clinical development plans. Two analytical methods that are easily incorporated into the standard toxicology profile in primates are flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry. Flow cytometry (FC) is used to assess changes in the relative distribution of immune cell marker expression, and where marker expression is known to fluctuate with the state of cell activation, can also provide information on functional attributes of immune cells. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) provides a means to evaluate similar characteristics of immune cells within tissue sections. Used together, FC and IHC can aid in the identification of changes in immune system that may not be apparent by traditional testing procedures (such as H&E staining), thus aiding in the characterization of immune system alterations. This presentation focused on the utility of flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry in a standard primate toxicology evaluation, with representative examples showing the benefits of these technologies in the diagnosis of potential immunomodulatory effects.